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CHAPTER 4 PRIMER DESIGN SYSTEM 

Model and DESIGN 

In this chapter, first we introduce the concepts of primer design model. Then we will 

desccribe primer design scoring model. Then we introduce our primer design 

algorithm and its limitation. Then we will have an overview to our system flow which 

contains three steps. Then we discuss each step through the single and multiple primer 

design system flow, sperately. In the last section, we will introduce the environment 

of system development. 

4.1 Concepts of Primer Design Model 

In this section we will discuss the concepts of our primer design model. The 

objective of PCR is to amplify a specific DNA fragment. In our research, it is called 

the target sequence in Figure 4.1 (top). Primers function in pairs, the so-called 

forward primer and the so-called reverse primer are chosen that they will be extended 

to each other to cover the given target region in Figure 4.1 (top). In order to simplify 

the view of our primer design model, we will focus on how to choose qualified 

forward and reverse primer from specific amplified region of DNA template in Figure 

4.1 (bottom).  

We pick out all possible primer sets from selected windows. Each primer will be 

chosen within a window whose length and location is subject to specification; 

windows are shown in Figure 4.2. Given two windows 1( ,..., )nw w w=  

and 1( ,..., )Mv v v= , the goal is to find substrings 1 1( ,..., ) ( ,..., )n i i np p p w w + −= =  and 

1 1( ,.., ) ( ,..., )m j j mq q q v v + −= =  which serve as primers. Windows are specified 
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externally by user. Substrings of windows are required to have at least length two in 

order to avoid trivial complications. Though the windows lie on different strings of 

the DNA, the antithetic alignment of both strings can be ignored for computational 

purposes in Figure 4.2 (right). The sets of all such substrings of w and v are denoted 

Sub (w) and Sub (v) respectively. We will have a further detailed discussion of primer 

design algorithm in the following sections. 

 

Figure 4.1 Target region and ideal amplified region (Kampke, et al, 2001) 

 

Figure 4.2 primer design windows and primers (Kampke, et al, 2001) 

4.2 The Algorithm of Primer Design System 

In this section we will describe the algorithm of our primer design system and the 

limitation of our primer design algorithm. 
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4.2.1 Primer Design Algorithm 

After we select out primer sets from specified window, we pick out the qualified 

primer sets by processing our algorithm. The algorithm is shown in the following: 

Single Primer Design Algorithm 

1. for h = minimal primer length to maximal primer length do 

for i = 1 to N or M - primer length do (depend on forward or reverse primer) 

if individual primer suit the value of primer design criteria (melting temperature, 

GC content, length, self annealing value) 

    store qualified primer to forward and reverse arraylist 

2. for j = 1 to forward arraylist.count -1 do 

   for k = 1 to reverse arraylist.count -1 do  

if possible primer pair sets suit the value of pair annealing value 

 store primer sets to pair arraylist 

3. for x = 1 to pair arraylist.count -1 do  

then pair arraylist use scoring model to get score 

4. for y = 1 to pair arraylist.count – 1 do  

sort these score of pair arraylist and display sorted result to user 

 

Multiple Primer Design Algorithm (two sequences) 

1. for g = sequence 1 to sequence 2 do 

for h = minimal primer length to maximal primer length do 

for i = 1 to N or M - primer length do 
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if individual primer suit the value of primer design criteria (melting temperature, 

GC content, length, self annealing value) 

     store qualified primer to sequence [g] forward and reverse arraylist 

2. for g = sequence 1 to sequence 2 do 

for j = 1 to forward arraylist.count -1 do 

    for k = 1 to reverse arraylist.count -1 do  

     combine forward and reverse arraylists into sequence [g] arraylist 

3. for x = 1 to sequence 1 arraylist.count -1 do 

for y =1 to sequence 2 arraylist.count -1 do 

if possible multiple primer pair sets suit the value of cross pair annealing value 

  store primer sets to multiple pair arraylist 

4. for z = 1 to multiple pair arraylist -1 do  

then multiple pair arraylist use multiple scoring model to get score 

5. for a = 1 to multiple pair arraylist.count – 1 do  

sort these score of multiple pair arraylist and display sorted result to user 

The algorithm of multiple PCR is similar to single one. Then we will discuss the 

detail of scoring model in the next section. 

4.2.2 Limitation of Primer Design algorithm 

We use brute-force approach to design our primer design system algorithm, so time 

complexity will be a main factor to slow down our performance when the amount of 

primer sets over the capacity of our server (the worst case of single algorithm will be 

bigO (NM), the worst case of multiple will be (N2M2)). Therefore, in order to reduce 

the amount of primers sets, we set the range of length, which can’t exceed two, and 
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range of other primer design criteria,  

4.2 Primer Design Scoring Model 

After we discuss relative primer design criteria in the above chapter, we design a 

primer design model that help to select out qualified primer pairs from many primer 

sets by using primer design criteria. 

4.2.1 Single Primer Design Scoring Model 

First we discuss the components of single primer design scoring model. Then the 

following equation (4.1) demostrate the elements of one primer pair score.  

( , )Score p q =  ( , , ( ), ( ), ( ), ( ), ( ), ( ),
( ), ( ), ( , ), ( , ))

p q GC p GC q Tm p Tm q sa p sa q
sea p sea q pa p q pea p q

 
 

          = 
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( ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) 2 ( ) ( ) 2
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(4.1) 

Where p is one forward primers, q is one of reverse primers, (p,q) is a primer pair, 

,p q  are primer length, ( ), ( )GC p GC q  are GC content, ( ), ( )Tm p Tm q  are 

melting temperature, ( ), ( )sa p sa q  are self annealing value, . ( ), ( )sea p sea q  are self 

end annealing value, ( , )pa p q is pair annealing value, and ( , )pea p q  is pair end 

annealing value. 

We will update our equation (4.1) when weight values was included to score, so we 

have update equation (4.2) as the followings. 
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( , )weightScore p q =  
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(4.2)

Where weightlength  is the weight of primer length, weightGC  is the weight of GC 

content, weightTm  is the weight of melting temperature, weightsa  is the weight of self 

annealing value, weightsea  is the weight of self end annealing value, weightpa  is the 

weight of pair annealing value, weightpea  is the weight of pair end annealing value. 

Each primer pair are design to have one ideal value of primer criteria. Primer 

Length, GC content, and melting temperature are specified by the users who design 

their own experiment. Equation (4.3) show the optimal scoring model. 

 

idealScore =  ( , , , , , ,0,0,0,0,0,0)f r f r f rlength length GC GC Tm Tm    

        = (0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0) 0+ + + + + + + + + + + =   (4.3)

Where f is forward primer for all , r is reverse primer set for all, typically fTm = 

rTm , fGC = rGC , and primer length are always equal. Because both primers pairs 

should have similar primer design criteria which mean they have same biological 
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characteristics. Therefore, the sum of all optimal score is equal to zero. 

Therefore, we use above two equations to calculate score. Our goal is to get a 

minimal score, since optimal score is zero. The smaller and closer the differential of 

our score and optimal score, The better of our selected primer pair. 

Equation (4.3) describes our final goal in this study. 

 
( ), ( )

( , )min weight ideal
p Sub w q Sub v

score p q score
∈ ∈

−  (4.4)

Where the sets of all substrings of window w and v are denoted Sub(w) and Sub(v). 

We also include weight options into our primer design scoring model. There is a list 

of weight in the following table 4.1. The biologist can also change the vlaue of weight 

that suit their requirement as they want. The some part of following list cited from 

Kampke [6], and the rest part is our system default value. 

Table 4.1 Two Kind of Weight Values 

Primer Design Criteria Weight (Kampke) Weight (Default) 
Primer Length 0.5 1 

GC content 1 1 
Melting Temperature 1 1 
Self Annealing Value 0.1 1 

Self End Annealing Value 0.2 1 
Pair Annealing Value 0.1 1 

Pair End Annealing Value 0.2 1 

In our primer design system, we also provide a manual method to enter the values of 

weight as biologist need to test different experiments. 

4.2.2 Multiplex PCR Primer Design Scoring Model 

The definition of multiplex PCR already metioned in the above chapter. Mutiplex 
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primer scoring model is similar to single primer scoring model, but part of they has 

some differences. The temperorily scoring vector of multiplex primer tuple is simply 

defined be the joint vector of the scores of all primer pairs.  

( )score Μ =  1 1( ( , ),..., ( , ))score p q score p qµ µ    

,2( )score M =  (

)
score score score

score score score score

Length GC Tm

Sa Sea Pa Pea

+ + +

+ + +
 

  

(4.5)

Where a primer tuple Μ = 1 1( , ),..., ( , )p q p qµ µ , then ( )i ip Sub w∈  and 

( )i iq Sub v∈  for 1,...,i µ= . In this study 2µ = ,beacuse we only consider two 

template of sequences. This will reduce the time of computing. 

Then we discuss the each component of equation (4.5) from equaiton (4.6) to 

equation (4.11). Where fP is forward primer of first template, rP  is reverse primer 

of first template, fQ  is forward primer of second template, rQ  is forward primer of 

second template.  

scoreLength =  (

)

f r f r

f f f r

r f r r

P P Q Q

P Q P Q

P Q P Q

− + − +

− + − +

− + −

 

  

(4.6)

Where scoreLength  is the sum of all score of length, fP  denotes the legnth of 

forward primer of first template, rP  is the length of reverse primer of first template, 

fQ  is the length of forward primer of second template, rQ  is the length of 
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forward primer of second template.  

scoreGC =  ( , , , ,

, , , ,

, , , , )

f r f r

f f f r

r f r r

GC P GC P GC Q GC Q

GC P GC Q GC P GC Q

GC P GC Q GC P GC Q

− + − +

− + − +

− + −

 

  

(4.7)

Where scoreGC  is the sum of all score of GC content, , fGC P  denotes the GC 

content of forward primer of first template, , rGC P  is the GC content of reverse 

primer of first template, , fGC Q  is the GC content of forward primer of second 

template, , rGC Q  is the GC content of forward primer of second template. 

scoreTm =  ( , , , ,

, , , ,

, , , , )

f r f r

f f f r

r f r r

Tm P Tm P Tm Q Tm Q

Tm P Tm Q Tm P Tm Q

Tm P Tm Q Tm P Tm Q

− + − +

− + − +

− + −

 

  

(4.6)

Where scoreTm  is the sum of all score of melting temperature, , fTm P  denotes the 

melting temperature of forward primer of first template, , rTm P  is the melting 

temperature of reverse primer of first template, , fTm Q  is the melting temperature of 

forward primer of second template, , rTm Q  is the melting temperature of forward 

primer of second template. 

scoreSa =  ( , , , , ) 4f r f rSa P Sa P Sa Q Sa Q+ + + ÷   (4.8)

Where scoreSa  is the average value of all score of self annealing value, , fSa P  

denotes the self annealing value of forward primer of first template, , rSa P  is the self 
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annealing value of reverse primer of first template, , fSa Q  is the self annealing value 

of forward primer of second template, , rSa Q  is the self annealing value of forward 

primer of second template. 

scoreSea =  ( , , , , ) 4f r f rSea P Sea P Sea Q Sea Q+ + + ÷   (4.9)

Where scoreSea  is the average value of all score of self end annealing value, 

, fSea P  denotes the self end annealing value of forward primer of first template, 

, rSea P  is the self end annealing value of reverse primer of first template, , fSea Q  is 

the self end annealing value of forward primer of second template, , rSea Q  is the self 

end annealing value of forward primer of second template.  

scorePa =  ( ( , ) ( , )

( , ) ( , )

( , ) ( , )) 6

f r f r

f f f r

r f r r

Pa P P Pa Q Q

Pa P Q Pa P Q

Pa P Q Pa P Q

+ +

+ +

+ ÷

 

  

(4.10)

Where scorePa  is the sum of all score of pair annealing value, There are six 

different combinations of pair annealing value in equation (4.10).  

scorePea =  ( ( , ) ( , )

( , ) ( , )

( , ) ( , )) 6

f r f r

f f f r

r f r r

Pea P P Pea Q Q

Pea P Q Pea P Q

Pea P Q Pea P Q

+ +

+ +

+ ÷

 

  

(4.11)

Where scorePea  is the sum of all score of pair end annealing value, There are six 

different combinations of pair end annealing value in equation (4.11). 

And weights for multiplex PCR are the same as singleplex PCR. Noteworthy, the 
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weights for pair annealing vlues of primers from the same template are identical to 

those from different templates. It is also the same for pair end annealing: 

,2( )weightScore M =  (

)

score weight

score weight

score weight

score weight

score weight

score weight

score weight

Length length

GC GC

Tm Tm

Sa sa

Sea sea

Pa pa

Pea pea

∗ +

∗ +

∗ +

∗ +

∗ +

∗ +

∗

 

  

 

 

(4.12)

Where weightlength  is weight value of primer length, weightGC  is weight value of 

GC content, weightTm  is weight value of melting temperature, weightsa  is weight value 

of self annealing, weightsea  is weight value of self end anneling, weightpa  is weight 

value of pair annealing, weightpea  is weight value of pair end annealing. 

We also use an ideal multiple scoring model to assess the quality of primer pair sets. 

It is formed of µ  ideal scoring vectors in the following equation (4.5).  

M
idealscore =  

          = 

 

            

= 

1, 2,( , )ideal idealscore score  

1, 1, 1, 1,
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(4.13)

Finally, Our final goal of Multiplex PCR can be stated as the following equation 
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(4.14).  

 
1 1 2 2

,2
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( )min M
weight ideal

Sub w Sub v Sub w Sub v

score score
Μ∈ × ×

Μ −   (4.14)

 

4.3Primer Design System Flow 

There are there main steps in our primer design system flow. The first step users 

will prepare their own DNA sequence data to input into primer design system and set 

up relative primer design parameters like melting temperature. The second step the 

system will pick up the suitable primer pairs according to the primer design 

constraints by user requests. The third step will give every qualified primer pair a 

score after using primer design scoring model and display sorted result rely on user 

output format request. We will have further detailed description in the following 

section. 
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Figure 4.3 Three Main Steps of Single System Flow 

4.3.1 Step1 Flow 

First in step1, user can upload their prepared file of sequence data or type directly to 

the text box of our primer design system. Then user can setup the window location 

and the size of primer. If the constraints of primer were not meet the need of user, He 

can change the range of melting temperature, primer composition, annealing values, 

and weights. In this study, there are three kind of weights: The first is that every 

parameter have the same weight; the second is cited from Kampke[6] that each value 

of weight is different; the last is all specified by user requests. 
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Figure 4.4 The First Step of Single System Flow 
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Figure 4.5 The Second Step of Single System Flow 
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4.3.2 Step2 Flow 

In step2, first we pick up the qualified single primers by primer design criteria seted 

in setp1. These range of primer design parameters are from the minimal to the 

maximal values. For example, when a primer beyond the maximal or minimal value 

of melting temperature, it will not be added into qualified single primers set. This 

process is shown in Figure 4.3. 

Then we check for the pair primer with pair annealing value. If these primer pair are 

valid, they will be send to step3 to be calculated score. 

4.3.3 Step3 Flow 

In step3, All qualified primer which come from step2 will use primer design scoring 

model to get each score of each primer pairs. Then we sort these primer pairs by score. 

Finally in step3, User can decide the number of output format of primer pairs to be 

shown on the screen. 
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Figure 4.6 The Third Step of Single System Flow 

 

4.4 Multiplex PCR Primer Design System Flow 

The multiplex PCR primer design system flow is similar to single PCR one. 

However, the details of three main steps are somehow differnet with singlex PCR. 

The first step is that users will prepare their own multiple DNA sequence data to input 

into primer design system and set up relative primer design parameters like melting 

temperature, GC content...etc. The second step is that the system will pick up the 

suitable multiple primer pairs according to primer design constraints which selected 

by user requests. The third step is that we will get each qualified primer pair a score 

after using multiple primer design scoring model and display sorted result rely on user 

output format request after sorted result. We will have a further detailed discussion in 

the following section. 
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Figure 4.7 Three Main Steps of Multiple System Flow 

4.4.1 Step1 Flow 

First in step1, user can upload their prepared file of multiple sequence data or type 

directly to the text box of our multiple primer design system. Then user can setup the 

window location and the size of primer in two different DNA templates. If the 

constraints of primer were not meet the need of user, user can change the range of 

melting temperature, primer composition, annealing values, and weights. In this study 

there are also three kind of weights: The first is that every parameter have the same 

weight; the second is cited from Kampke[6] that each value of weight is differnet; the 
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third is all specified by user requests. 
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Figure 4.8 The First Step of Multiple System Flow 
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4.4.2 Step2 Flow 

Step2 flow in multiple PCR system is more complicated than in single PCR system 

flow, since we use two Figures to introduce multiple PCR system flows. In Figure 4.7, 

first we pick up the qualified single primers by primer design criteria such as GC 

content, melting temperature and self annealing value. The range of primer design 

parameters are from the minimal to the maximal values which are specified by user. 

Then we check for the pair primer with pair annealing value. If these primer pair 

candidtaes are valid, they will be send to step2-2. 

Second in step2-2, we combine two different single primer pair to one multiple 

primer pair. Then we check each multiple primer pairs for cross pair annealing and 

pair end annealing values.These remained qualified multiple primer pair candidates 

will be sent to step3. 
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Figure 4.9 The Second Step of Multiple System Flow (1 of 2) 
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Figure 4.10 The Second Step of Multiple System Flow (2 of 2) 
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4.4.3 Step3 Flow 

In step3, All qualified multiple primer candidates which come from step2 will use 

multiple primer design scoring model to calculate each score of multiple primer pairs. 

Then we sort these multiple primer pairs by their score. Finally in step3, user can 

decide the amount of output format of multiple primer pairs to be shown on the 

screen. 

Start

End

Display 
Result by 
User Request

Score Multiple 
Primer Pair 
Candidates

Sort Multiple 
Primer Pairs by 
Score

Step3 Flow

  

Figure 4.11 The Third Step of Multiple System Flow 
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4.5 System Development Environment 

In this reseach, we use several new OOP lnaguage and OOA to implement our 

primer design system. Then We have some short description in the followings: 

(1)C# is a brand new programming language but based on JAVA and C++. C# is a 

modern, object-oriented language that enables programmers to quickly build a wide 

range of applications for the new Microsoft .NET platform, which provides tools and 

services that fully exploit both computing and communications. Because of its elegant 

object-oriented design, C# is a great choice for architecting a wide range of 

components-from high-level business objects to system-level applications. Using 

simple C# language constructs, these components can be converted into XML Web 

services, allowing them to be invoked across the Internet, from any language running 

on any operating system. More than anything else, C# is designed to bring rapid 

development to the C++ programmer without sacrificing the power and control that 

have been a hallmark of C and C++. Because of this heritage, C# has a high degree of 

fidelity with C and C++. Developers familiar with these languages can quickly 

become productive in C#. 

(2)Microsoft’s .NET Framework is a runtime environment and class library that 

dramatically simplifies the development and deployment of modern, 

component-based application. The .NET Framework is a multi-language 

environment for building, deploying, and running XML Web services and 

applications.  

(3)ASP.NET also provide a easy, handy tool to create web-based application. 

ASP.NET builds on the programming classes of the .NET Framework, providing a 
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Web application model with a set of controls and infrastructure that make it simple to 

build ASP Web applications. ASP.NET includes a set of controls that encapsulate 

common HTML user interface elements, such as text boxes and drop-down menus. 

These controls run on the Web server, however, and push their user interface as 

HTML to the browser. On the server, the controls expose an object-oriented 

programming model that brings the richness of object-oriented programming to the 

Web developer. ASP.NET also provides infrastructure services, such as session state 

management and process recycling, that further reduce the amount of code a 

developer must write and increase application reliability. In addition, ASP.NET uses 

these same concepts to enable developers to deliver software as a service. Using XML 

Web services features, ASP.NET developers can write their business logic and use the 

ASP.NET infrastructure to deliver that service via SOAP. 

(4) Visual Studio .NET is a complete set of development tools for building ASP 

Web applications, XML Web services, desktop applications, and mobile applications. 

Visual Basic .NET, Visual C++ .NET, Visual C# .NET, and Visual J# .NET all use 

the same integrated development environment (IDE), which allows them to share 

tools and facilitates in the creation of mixed-language solutions. In addition, these 

languages leverage the functionality of the .NET Framework, which provides access 

to key technologies that simplify the development of ASP Web applications and XML 

Web services. 


